The article suggests a method for the construction of the He II theory preserving the symmetry of the initial Hamiltonian.
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1947 Bogoliubov suggested a microscopic description of He II [1] . The main idea of this description is the selection of the two-particle interaction terms in the Hamiltonian ∼ a Accounting for these terms only in order to calculate the physical parameters of the system is not in doubt, because the condensation of a macroscopic number of atoms in a state with zero momentum results in the fact that the transition matrix elements corresponding to the selected terms are far superior in magnitude to the rest of the matrix elements.
However, for the diagonalization procedure Bogolyubov replaced operators a + 0 and a 0 with so-called c-numbers. As a result, the truncated Hamiltonian, in contrast to the initial one, no longer keeps the number of particles in the system, which means the breach of the initial Hamiltonian symmetry (IHS) of the system. This state of affairs will always be a concern in the scientific community [2] .
This paper suggests a variant of the construction of the He II theory based on the partial diagonalization of the truncated Hamiltonian suggested recently by Ettouhami [3] .
II. DIAGONALIZATION PROCEDURE
So, let us consider the truncated HamiltonianĤ
where Ω is the system volume. Hereinafter we will not consider the terms ∼ V 0 , because they only add a constant to the energy of the system with a fixed number of particles. Let us find the ground state of the system Φ 0 as
where N is the number of particles in the system and
Then the diagonalization ofĤ trunc within space of states linked with right hand side of (3)
is decoupled into independent diagonalizations of Hamiltoniansĥ q in the subspaces
which gives equations for the eigenvalues ε q :
An additional definition will be useful in (7):
for its convenient connection with (3) at m = 0. Let us now introduce operators ϕ + q and ϕ q :
where
with
Evidently, u q and v q coincide in magnitude with parameters of u − v Bogoliubov's transformation. Such a definition of ϕ + q and ϕ q corresponds to the implementation of the equation
in random phase approximation in the case when all the atoms are condensed at the low energy level, wherê
is the total Hamiltonian of the system. Obviously, in view of (12) the lowest energy ε q is reached when
here the action of ϕ q should be limited to the subspace λ q . Thus, in case of m ≥ 0 we have
On the other hand, in the same limit, it follows from (7) at m = 0 that
The combined consideration of (15, 16) gives
and with this choice of ε q , Eq. (7) is also satisfied at any m > 0. The action of operators h
gives the excited states of the system. Thus, the system energy E takes the form
This is completely consistent with Bogoliubov's results for the excitation spectrum of the system.
III. VACUUM STATE OF THE PHONON SYSTEM
Refining the obtained approximation of the wave functions of the system stationary states with the use of the standard perturbation theory [3] encountered difficulties due to the appearance of a gap in the phonon spectrum, which is clearly contrary to the Goldstone theorem [4] for such systems. Les us temporarily put aside the Hamiltonian diagonalization procedure and engage the search of the vacuum state of the phonon system. For this purpose let us consider the sequence of states Φ (n) 0 composed by the following rules:
tends to rhs of (3) as N → ∞. So, the relationship of further discussion with the approach suggested by Ettouhami is evident.
On the other hand, the structure of wave functions Φ (n) 0 makes it possible to calculate the system parameters as a power series by small parameters g (q). This possibility seems very attractive from the viewpoint of the theory evolution.
Let us redefine operators ϕ + q and ϕ q (cf. Eq. (9)):
Evidently, the commutation relations ϕ 
consideration become bosonic with any desired accuracy on the order of small parameters g (q). This allows determining the orthonormal bases of states with any desired accuracy using the formal expansion of the wave functions in the small parameters g (q), if the number of phonons is not too large.
For the construction of the above-mentioned bases of states it is essential that relationships ϕ q Φ 0 = 0 be fulfilled with high accuracy. On the other hand, for Φ (n) 0 these relationships are true with a precision of ∼ n i=1 g (q i ). Therefore, these relationships can be fulfilled with any degree of accuracy: it is enough to choose a sufficiently large N .
In the future we shall use Φ 0 to designate the vacuum state of the phonon system.
IV. TRANSITION TO THE FULL HAMILTONIAN OF THE SYSTEM
In systems with very large expectation values of a + 0 a 0 initial operators a + q and a q can be expressed in terms of operators ϕ + q and ϕ q as follows:
This definition should be understood in the sense that the action of the parent operators a + q and a q on the state containing at least one atom with zero momentum does not differ from the action of the operators taken from the lhs of (26). So, (26) can be used to replace the parent operators with the phonon ones in case when it comes to states with a not very large number of phonons. The reasoning here is a little different from the above reasoning on commutation relations ϕ 
where ... 0 denotes averaging over the vacuum state of the phonon system. It is important to note that for the realistic interatomic potential V q we have n 0 0 ≪ N , which leads to a considerable difference in the dispersion estimates in the suggested theory and the Bogoliubov approach. At this point it is important to note that in our reasoning we did not have to impose restrictions of the type N − n 0 0 ≪ N on the wave functions (as a rule, these restrictions are used by the authors when considering the He II system [5, 6] ). This, apparently, makes possible the in fact first-principle calculation of the spectrum with a realistic interatomic potential.
Thus, analysis indicates a significant difference of the calculated physical quantities that define the limits of applicability of c-numbers in physical theories.
V. DISCUSSION
From the very outset Bogoliubov estimated his method of reviewing the He II system as very rough and approximate [1] . Respectively, the system description was done up to now as follows: on the basis of a rough calculation in the lowest degrees of the perturbation theory in Bogoliubov's theory conclusions were made about the necessity of introducing of one or other terms in the phenomenological theories.
In contrast, the suggested approach allows both to pose more ambitious problems and to investigate the paradox of the "observability" of the phases of the wave functions of the superconductor and of the superfluid systems.
Immediately, we note that the uncertainty relationship
in the most cited paper on this subject [7] , unfortunately, contains neither references nor substantiation. On the other hand, relationships of this kind are introduced in quantum physics only for the observed quantities, and the phase of the wave function is known to be an unobservable variable. The paradox of the phase of the wave function of a superconductor is known since 1964. However, it has been described in the available literature for an electronic system comparatively recently [8] .
For the case of boson systems this paradox consists in the following. If one replaces in u − v Bogoliubov transformation parameters (u q , v q ) with (u q exp (iϕ) , v q exp (−iϕ)), then the equations used to determine them still remain true. This fact should be related to the unitary transformation of the basis states exp iϕN , which, as it follows from the fundamentals of the quantum theory, should not change the values of physical quantities.
Let us now consider the following situation. Let us bring into contact two systems of helium with the use of HamiltonianĤ
We assume that the operators corresponding to the momentum k are related to the atoms of the first system, and that those corresponding to the momentum q are related to the atoms of the second system. Let us apply transformation exp iϕN in the space of basis states of one of the systems, that is, let us replace parameters (u q , v q ) with (u q exp (iϕ) , v q exp (−iϕ)). It would seem that the observed values of the system should not be changed according to the principles of quantum physics. However, an elementary calculation shows a change, for example, in the total energy of two systems. The existence of this paradox is unacceptable for a theory which claims to be a scientific theory. It is striking that the followers of the BCS theory use the paradox to interpret the Josephson effect, rather than to resolve it. Previously the Josephson effect could be explained for electronic systems without violating the principles of quantum physics [8] . Unfortunately, this was done beyond the recognized BCS theory [9] , which is obviously a descendant of the Bogoliubov approach to the description of He II.
The suggested He II theory, evidently, has no such paradoxes.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper a He II theory preserving the symmetry of the initial Hamiltonian was created. The absence of paradoxes associated with the "uncertainty" of the phase of the wave function in the suggested approach enables to pose problems attracting calculations of any precision in the model of two-particle interaction for boson systems, in contrast to the Bogoliubov's approach.
At this point it is appropriate to note that a number of requirements are placed to physical theories. In particular, they should not give results contradicting the foundations of quantum physics. As for various approaches to physical problems in the early stages of their consideration, the requirements for them are not so strict. However, not all approaches necessarily result in the creation of physical theories.
